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THE NATURE OF CONFLICT
Not all conflict is bad or problematic. Jehn and Chatman’s research published in 2000
found that groups actually perform better when certain types of conflict are present. They
observed that disagreement and disputes about specific tasks and activities and how
best to do them – what they referred to as Task Conflict – were beneficial.
However, conflict about duties, roles, responsibilities, resources and/ or resource
allocation (Process Conflict), or at an interpersonal or social level (Relationship Conflict)
is rarely productive and helpful.
The implication for managers is to understand the nature of the conflict rather than just
removing or avoiding it, as disagreements can be highly creative as long as there are no
deeper issues at play.
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THE NATURE OF CONFLICT
Jehn and Chatman saw these three conflict types existing in tiers, with Task Conflict the
top tier and Relationship Conflict at the bottom. In any dispute, the lowest tier of conflict
will be the real driver.
In other words, two people may disagree about an immediate task at hand and in certain
circumstances this would be creative and constructive. However, if one party
fundamentally disagrees with the overall approach being taken (Process Conflict) or has
personal issues with the other party (Relationship Conflict) then the deeper tier will be the
real driving force and any creative benefits of the disagreements over the Task will be
blunted or lost altogether.
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THE NATURE OF CONFLICT
In practice all three levels of conflict can exist together. For anyone trying to resolve this
conflict, the process needs to be to understand the disagreement at all levels, and then
to address the lowest level first. There is little benefit in tackling Task Conflict if there is
also Relationship Conflict as this will only serve to mask the real driving force which is
likely to find an outlet on another day.

Task Conflict
Process Conflict
Relationship Conflict
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WHAT THIS MEANS FOR MEDIATORS
When you first start to explore the relationship between the parties in conflict, and look
for specific evidence and examples, it is quite usual to start to talk about things that
sound very much like Task Conflict. After all, it’s likely that the final straw occurred during
the completion of some task or activity.
If a relationship has become so dysfunctional or toxic that a mediated intervention is
required, then what you’re dealing with will not, at its root, be Task Conflict. When
mediating, part of your role is to challenge and dig to unearth the causal factors and then
to facilitate collaborative problem solving around these root causes.
You may pick off some low hanging fruit early in the process to give the participants
some confidence that things can be different (see The Mediator’s Toolkit in a later
chapter). This is a means to an end, however, not the end in itself, as it is only by
addressing the root causes that you will prevent conflict from bubbling back up and
reoccurring.
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STAGES OF CONFLICT
When mediating it can also help to remember that there will be a whole history leading
up to the conflict that you are exploring. The CIPD’s Stages of Conflict model that follows
illustrates that it is only when we get to Deadlock that the situation is serious enough to
warrant a structured mediated intervention.
If both parties have already accepted
that there is a problem to be solved,
then you can count yourself lucky,
even if there is still a fair amount of
work to do to build consensus. More
often in the initial stages the first task
is to help the parties recognise the
true extent of the problem and that it
is worthwhile trying to resolve it.
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Stage of conflict

Behaviours or signs

Beginning

Incompatible goals
Open or covert conflict
Avoidance of conflict
Tension starts to be noticed

Early growth

Confrontation
Polarisation of positions
Seeking allies
More overt signs of conflict

Deadlock

Conflict at its peak
Blame apportioned
Communications cease between parties
Entrenched positions

Looking for a way out

An acceptance that the problem needs sorting out

Working together for a solution

Collaboration
Consensus
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Source CIPD

STAGES OF CONFLICT MODEL
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PERMANENT BEHAVIOURAL CHANGE
If people’s behaviour, actions and reactions are aligned with their values and beliefs, and
the way the world is or should be according to them, and as a consequence they believe
that what they are doing is right, appropriate and likely to be the best way of getting a
desired outcome, then getting them to behave differently presents a mediator with a real
challenge.
Whilst you are invariably attempting to get people to think differently in mediation (ie
changing interpretation and perception) ultimately it’s the behaviours that need to
change.
Understanding what will motivate the participants to change their behaviours therefore
becomes important. We are not going to explore the vast wealth of ideas and associated
texts on human motivation here; however, for the mediator it can be helpful to think in
terms of fundamental fight or flight instincts. If the participants are to change behaviour,
there either needs to be some upside or benefit that’s worthwhile changing (or fighting)
for, or there need to be negative consequences for not changing that have sufficient
traction to move people on (flight).
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PERMANENT BEHAVIOURAL CHANGE
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